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Abstract—Automated Vehicular System has become a
necessity in the current technological revolution. Real
Traﬃc sign detection and recognition is a vital part of that
system that will ﬁnd roadside traﬃc signs to warn the
automated system or driver beforehand of the physical
conditions of roads. Mostly, researchers based on Traﬃc
sign detection face problems such as locating the sign,
classifying it and distinguishing one sign from another.
The most common approach for locating and detecting
traﬃc signs is the color information extraction method.
The accuracy of color information extraction is dependent
upon the selection of a proper color space and its
capability to be robust enough to provide color analysis
data. Techniques ranging from template matching to
critical Machine Learning algorithms are used in the
recognition process. The main purpose of this research is
to give a review based on methods and framework of
Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition solution and
discuss also the current challenges of the whole solution.
Index Terms—Color-based detection, Shape-based
detection, Uncontrolled Environment, Multi-class
classification.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Embedded and Intelligent Automated Solution for
vehicles for safety in transportation has been the limelight
of research in the Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition community for more than thirty years.
Pacilik [1] outlined the development of Traffic Sign
Detection and Recognition tracking it from its currently
popular methods to the paramount study of it in Japan,
1984. The most common automated systems belonging to
Traﬃc Sign Detection and Recognition comprise one or
two video cameras mounted on the front of the vehicle
(e.g. a geo van). The cars are retroﬁtted with a PC system
Copyright © 2018 MECS

for acquiring the videos, or specialized hardware for
driving assistance applications Ref. [64]. For convenience
Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition will be termed as
“TSDR” in this review.
TSDR is a technology that is being researched and
enforced within the business industries. Many automobile
manufacturers (such as Tesla, Inc., Continental AG)
develop the technology to detect and recognize the road
traffic signs as a part of the smart vehicle. In 2010, the
BMW initiated the project for the production of a TSDR
system which was tested by ADAC, the renowned
automobile club in Germany Ref. [61]. Volkswagen has
also introduced it on the Audi A8 Ref. [62]. Furthermore,
Mercedes-Benz has developed traffic sign recognition
systems on their E and S class vehicles. Additionally,
Google has also started industrialization of self-driving
vehicles. Google’s autonomous vehicle is able to securely
operate in complex urban situations Ref [63].
Road signs have speciﬁc properties that distinguish
them from other outdoor objects. Operating systems for
the automated recognition system of road signs are
designed to identify these properties. TSDR usually
follows the steps shown in Figure 1. Detection by
veriﬁcation of the hypothesis of the presence of the sign
(e.g.
equilateral
triangles,
circles,
etc.
).
Categorization/Recognition of the type of traﬃc sign and
then detection of the signs from outdoor images is the
most complex step in the TSDR system Ref. [2].
Many issues make the problem of the automatic
detection of traﬃc signs diﬃcult such as changeable light
conditions which are diﬃcult to control (lighting varies
according to the time of the day, season, cloud cover and
other weather conditions) Ref. [14]. Presence of other
objects on the road (traﬃc signs are often surrounded by
other objects producing partial occlusions, shadows, etc.)
also hinders the detection process Ref. [54-56].
The research takes a precarious turn when considering
the possibilities that can cause false positives since the
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algorithm has to take camera distance and view angle of
the recorded image along with possible deformation
caused by external factors to the signs’ appearance into
account.
Hence, any robust TSDR solution must provide
straightforward results that are not aﬀected by perspective
distortion, lighting changes, partial occlusions or shadows
[3]. Ideally, the solution should also provide additional
information on the lack of visibility, poor conditions and
poor placement of traﬃc signs. In Section III, the
methods applied in various TSDR solutions are going to
be discussed. An in-depth analysis of the proposed
frameworks for TSDR and the experimental results of
some frameworks are going to discussed in Section IV
and IV respectively

models such as HSV [14], [9], [11], [25], [26], YUV [13],
YCbCr [18, 38, 40] and CIECAM97 [15]. Although color
based approaches produce faster results in most of the
cases it reduces the detection rate in the cluttered
environment. In shape-based approaches, Hough
transformation, Radial Symmetry, Template matching is
the most popular [60]. A novel ROI extraction method,
called High Contrast Extraction in combination with
occlusion robust recognition method based on Extended
Sparse Presentation Classification (ESRC) was
introduced in the recognition process in Ref. [20]. The
most widely used supervised learning approaches for
traffic sign recognition are ANN Ref. [6, 25, 26, 28, 36,
38, 40],SVM Ref. [12, 21, 23], Random Forest Ref. [33,
34, 37, 42] etc. AdaBoost Ref. [7, 24, 42] is also a
prominent candidate in TSDR solutions. Soetedjo &
Yamada Ref. [44, 45] and Kobayashi [41] used GA for
TSDR solution.
All TSDR generally follows the framework described
in Figure 1. One of the currently followed frameworks is
deep learning based framework such as Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) Ref.[29, 30, 31].CNN pioneered
the way parallel programming with high-end GPU which
provides high efficiency in real time application
Ref.[29].In the field of Bengali based TSDR progress is
only little. The existing state of earth frameworks is not
feasible for real-time implementation.
From experimental results, we can see that CNN
produce a much greater result if the datasets increases
which result in need of memory spaces. Shortage of
public dataset is also a huge problem, for this reason, all
TSDR are limited to only certain country's traffic sign.

II. ANALYSIS ASPECTS OF TRAFFIC SIGN DETECTION
AND RECOGNITION
Generally, TSDR can be divided into four phases:
Video/Image/Frame
Acquisition,
Preprocessing,
Detection and Recognition. Among them, Detection and
Recognition is the most crucial part of the solution

III. REVIEW BASED ON METHODS
A comprehensive review of the common methods used
in TSDR solutions as represented in the image below is
the scope of this section.

ColorBased

Machine
Learning
Based
TSDR

Fig.1. General framework followed in Traffic Sign Detection and
Recognition

In detection phase Segmentation is one of the most
important steps as it helps to extract ROI from the sample.
Segmentation is generally divided into two categories:
Color-based approaches and Shape-based approaches. In
most color segmentation cases color thresholding is used.
When using color information in road sign detection
methods, change in lighting, strong illumination and
adverse weather conditions can result in problematic
changes. These problems were overcome by using Color
Copyright © 2018 MECS
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Template
Matching

Fig.2. Methods of Traffic Sign Detection & Recognition
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Traffic Sign detection using color is based on the ﬁve
typical colors deﬁned in standard traﬃc signs (red, blue,
yellow, white and black). Robust color segmentation
especially considering non-homogeneous illumination is
given priority, since errors in segmentation may be
propagated in the following steps of the system.
Color is usually perceived as a combination of three
primary colors: Red, Green, Blue is also known as RGB.
From RGB other color transformations such as HSV,
YUV and CIECAM97 can be extrapolated using linear
and non-linear transformation Ref. [58]. RGB is the most
commonly used method for any type of display system
and photos acquired by digital camera Ref. [59]. The
drawbacks of using RGB color space in segmentation
includes the complexities caused by the 3D nature of the
system and the high correlation present between color
components. The latter results in the variation of ambient
light intensity, affecting the RGB components by shifting
the cluster of colors towards the white or the black
corners. Therefore segmenting an object using RGB
space using the same set of thresholds will not be
possible under varying lighting conditions.
To reduce intensity dependency another color space
has been introduced known as HSV. HSV stands for Hue,
Saturation, and Value. Since the HSV color space is less
sensitive to variable lighting conditions, many researchers
considered using this method for traffic sign
segmentation. For instance, Paclik et al. Ref. [1] used this
color space due to its similarity to human perception of
colors. The hue channel of HSV color space was
thresholded by Malik et al. Ref. [9] for color
segmentation of red traffic signs. Segmentation was done
by Shadeed et al. Ref. [13] by implementing the U and V
chrominance channels of YUV space where "U" is
regarded as positive and "V" as negative for red colors.
The hue channel of HSV color space, in combination
with YUV space information, was used to segment red
colored traffic signs. Gao Et Al. Ref. [15] applied a quadtree histogram method to segment the image based on the
hue and chroma values of the CIECAM97 color model.
The CIECAM97 color model consisting of hue and
chroma values were used by Ref. [15] to segment images
implementing the quad-tree histogram method. Recently
in digital images and video streams, another color space
named YCbCr is frequently used. Y represents the
luminance component which indicates the light intensity
of the color. Cr and Cb are the chrominance components
of which Cb is the blue and Cr is the red component
relative to the green component respectively. These
components are less sensitive to the human eyes. Dean
and Jabir in [40] used RGB to YCbCr o thresholding
based on red and blue color of the traffic sign.
Detection of Traﬃc Signs via its shape follows the
deﬁning algorithm of shape detection i.e. to ﬁnding the
contours and approximating it to reach a ﬁnal decision
based on the number of contours. One of the key
advantages of shape-based detection is that any variation
in daylight or colors does not aﬀect it. Generally, Traffic
Signs come in circular, triangular, rectangular, octagonal
etc. shapes. Usually, after image preprocessing, the
Copyright © 2018 MECS
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shape-based detection is done. Hough transformation is
one of the most commonly used among shape detectors.
Hough Transformation usually isolates features of a
particular shape within a given frame/images. Classic
Hough Transformation is concerned with the
identification of regular curves such as a circle, rectangle.
Later Hough Transformation is customized to detect
complex curves. Garcí
a-Garrido, Sotelo & MartmGorostiza in Ref. [47] used Hough Transformation to
detect circular and triangular signs. Also Kuo & Lin in
Ref. [48] combined Hough Transformation with an
iterative process of median filtering and dilation to refine
the sign candidate set. One of the major advantages of
Hough transformation is that it is unaffected by noise and
illumination variance. But in case of high-quality video
frames, Hough Transformation’s computational cost
becomes expensive which makes it improper for RealTime implementation. To overcome this computational
expense Radial Symmetry method was introduced. The
failure rate of this method increases with the increase of
edges. Loy & Zelinksy Ref. [17] theorized a method to
highlight points of interest that detect octagonal, square
and triangular traffic signs using local radial symmetry.
But shape-based segmentation has many disadvantages
such as occluded, damaged, disoriented, improper
viewing angle and varying aspect ratios. But some
difficulties do occur when using shaped based detection.
Notable shape-based detection problems of TSDR
solutions are discussed below.
Traﬃc signs are mostly designed and constructed using
basic shapes like circles, triangles, pentagons etc. to make
it easily visible. But similarly shaped objects also exist in
the surroundings that are not traﬃc signs. Traﬃc signs
are prone to physical damage and being obstructed from
view. The size of traﬃc signs compared to its real size
depends on factors such as the distance between the
camera lens and traﬃc sign. The camera view might also
be disoriented vertically or horizontally. Moreover,
factors like small object size of a traﬃc sign in images
and slanted angle of view create diﬃculties in the
detection phase due to change in aspect ratio. Small
roughly distinguishable traﬃc signs in images make it
rather diﬃcult to approximate contours and so robust
edge detection and recognition algorithms are necessary.
In order to overcome the problems of color based and
shape based detection, some hybrid methods have been
proposed. Color segmentation followed by shape analysis
is usually done in these hybrid methods Oruklu et al. Ref.
[50]. At first, the color segmentation is done in the HSV
color space and then boundary boxes are inserted for all
the regions detected through the color segmentation. The
traffic sign is detected by using the features of the
bounding boxes such as mean color, size, and a number
of pixels enclosed in the boundary box. Zheng et al Ref.
[51] used both the color and shape information to detect
the traffic signs. The image is color segmented by using
RGB color space and then shape analysis is performed by
using the Douglass-Peucker algorithm which is a contour
approximation technique and the detection is based on the
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number of object boundaries which enables it to detect
signs despite having some geometric distortions.
TSDR uses Template Matching based algorithms that
search for existing similar training samples which are
then stored in a database as unknown Regions of Interest
(ROIs). Template matching is performed on these ROIs
to recognize traffic signs. A robust method was
mentioned in Ref. [60] where Template matching was
performed for simultaneous detection and recognition.
The input was compared with differently shaped sign
templates extracted from various ROIs and then were
grouped together under a tree structure based on their
similarity.
Machine Learning methods in the Traffic Sign
Detection and Recognition are the most commonly used.
Machine Learning methods can be categorized into three
types: Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning, and
Reinforcement based learning as shown in Figure 2
Ref.[65].

Machine
Learning

Supervised
Learning

Unsupervised
Learning

Reinforcement
Based
Learning

Fig.3. Machine Learning Paradigms

Among the machine learning methods supervised
learning methods are the most conventional in the
proposed TSDR systems. Supervised learning methods
build/learn a model from given datasets then predicts a
response to future instances Ref. [52]. Classifier models
are created to train feature vectors that can distinguish
between different traffic signs in supervised learning
paradigm.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised
machine learning method which classifies points to one
of two disjoint half-spaces Ref.[68]. Authors in Ref. [35]
uses multilevel SVM to overcome the binary
classification. Multi-level SVM is used to recognize
different shapes of signs. Ref.[36] and Ref.[39] used
linear SVM for recognition purpose. SVM’s advantage is:
it’s performance increase while working with non-linear
boundary based on a kernel and it works well with high
dimensional data. But SVM is prone to overfitting which
is a major flaw.
Artificial Neural Network is recently being used in
TSDR solutions. ANN gives a major advantage in case of
Real Time TSDR because of its fast response and
computational time. But during overfitting reduction, it
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increases computational time. Among ANN multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) is most frequently used in TSDR. A
multi-layer perceptron, also referred to as MLP, is a feedforward artificial neural network and it consists of
multiple layers, which are fully connected to each other
Ref.[71]. In other words, every single neuron in a
multilayer perceptron is linked to the neurons in the next
layer. The advantages of Multi-layer Perceptron are
Capability to learn non-linear models. Capability to learn
models in real-time (online learning) using partial fit. The
disadvantages of Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) is it
requires tuning a number of hyperparameters such as the
number of hidden neurons, layers, and iterations and
sensitive to feature scaling. In [25] A road sign image
which contains 50 × 50 pixels is proceed to classification
sub-module, and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network
[4] has been created and trained to classify the type of
road signs in this sub-module. The input signal transmits
through the network in a forward path, on a layer-bylayer basis. The network has been trained on 300 sets of
training patterns taking 75 for each type of road sign and
200 test patterns taking 50 images of each road sign. The
network has 7500 input neurons and 4 output neurons.
The hidden layer is 5. Authors in Ref. [26, 28, 38, 36]
MLP is used in recognition process.
Recently Convolutional Neural Network has become a
very popular method in the field of real-time Automated
Driving Assistance System. One of the cons of CNN is a
large number of datasets which increases training time.
But it is also an advantage as the large the dataset the
more accurate is the result. Also increase in layer means
more features are added to training set which allows CNN
to work with high-resolution images. Also, CNN possess
complicates structures.
In Ref.[30] combination of two architectures (AlexNet
AND GoogLeNet) of CNN has been used. Authors in [31]
used Faster Region based CNN(R-CNN). The Faster RCNN network [49] is composed of two modules: Region
Proposal Network (RPN) and Fast R-CNN.
RPN produces a set of bounding box object proposals
of the input image which Fast R-CNN classifies into the
set of predefined categories. Fast R-CNN is highly
efficient since it shares convolutions across individual
proposals. It also performs bounding box regression to
further refine the quality of the proposed regions.
Decision Tree is a supervised learning model for
classification and regression. Decision trees are favored
because it doesn’t require any domain knowledge,
parameter setting and can handle multidimensional data
with fast speed and good accuracy. Among Decision Tree
methods Random Forest is used in most proposed
solution for traffic sign recognition. The main reason
behind using Random Forest is the ability for multi-class
detection in contrast to common boosting detectors A
Random Forest consists of several independent decision
trees arranged in a forest. A majority vote over all trees
leads to the final decision. Random forests are trained in a
supervised way. Authors in [42] used an Error Correcting
Output Code also known as ECOC framework, on the
Random forest which increases the efficiency.
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Adaptive Boosting or AdaBoost is a combination of
multiple learning algorithms that can be utilized for
regression or classification [72]. In Ref. [24] AdaBoost is
used on static images in a different environment to detect
text based recognition. In [42] an evolutive Adaboost
method has been introduced for illumination invariance
and to enhance the recognition rate.
Evolutionary techniques mostly involve meta-heuristic
optimization algorithms. The basic evolutionary
algorithms (EA) encompass genetic algorithm, genetic
programming, and evolution strategies. EA shares the
common theme of optimization performed on a
population of potential solutions applying techniques
inspired by biological evolution to produce better
approximations to a solution. Genetic Algorithm is the
most used technique of Evolutionary Computation, it is a
fast and accurate algorithm which can outperform Neural
Networks and SVM in some particular tasks. It is
therefore very useful in TSDR solutions.

IV. REVIEW BASED ON FRAMEWORKS
Most of the TSDR solutions usually follow the
framework mentioned in Figure 1. Based on this general
framework up to now many frameworks have been
proposed and implemented. In this section, some of these
existing frameworks from Table 1 are going to be
discussed along with their advantages and some possible
issues.
In Ref. [25] it was observed that salt and pepper noise
reduction in pre-processing, HSV color based
segmentation in detection part and Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) in recognition phase were used
respectively. Even though conversion to HSV, noise
reduction etc. in pre-processing minimalizes error, there
can be a change in physical color of the object i.e. Traffic
Sign in reality which will affect Color Segmentation after
detection to HSV.
Ref [26] uses fuzzy logic on color based segmentation,
SURF descriptor for feature extraction and MLP for
recognition. For using SURF descriptor, Traffic signs are
detected and classified after extraction based on fuzzy
rules segmentation which provides robustness and also
gives a very high accuracy for static detection and
recognition. But lack of pre-processing and only using
fuzzy techniques with logical AND based results may
cause some errors. In Ref. [28] a hybrid method utilizing
the combination of RGB color space with shape and size
constraint analysis based segmentation is used in
detection phase along with auto-associative neural
network for sign identification. This framework produces
highly accurate results only in static images. But in case
of real-time implementation with the change of
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orientation, weather conditions, lighting and also the
speed of the vehicle will decrease its accuracy.
The Framework in Ref. [29] uses multiple HSV color
space thresholding with Hough transformation algorithm
to detect traffic signs and then uses LeNet-5 Model, a
deep convolutional algorithm to recognize the extracted
ROIs. It is inefficient for a real-time solution due to its
parallel programming through high powered GPU. As for
using two separate segmentation on the same frame,
overlapping of ROIs produce a redundant result and also
increases computational cost. The accuracy is dependent
solely on weather and illumination conditions along with
the number of datasets used to train the algorithm. Also
as LeNet-5 is constrained by computational resources it is
not available for higher resolution frames. In case of Ref.
[30] a framework using HIS combined with selective
search algorithm in detection phase and also AlexNet and
GoogLeNet, two convolutional Neural Network
Algorithm for recognition was theorized. Selective
Search is used mainly for its ability to process at a high
speed during an exhausting search along with the
robustness it provides for distinguishing objects based on
size, color, texture and region similarity. AlexNet and
GoogLeNet convolution network are used for attaining
accuracy on recognition. Uršič et al. Ref. [31] used data
augmented enriched dataset and Fast R-CNN Ref. [49]
for both detection and recognition phase. Region-Based
Convolutional Neural Networks(R-CNN) and Region
Proposal Network Ref. [49] are highly eﬃcient since they
share convolutions across individual proposals. They also
perform bounding box regression to further enhance the
quality of the proposed regions. It enables fast and rapid
detection of TSDR solutions. Even though it is very fast it
is a three-stage training phase for R-CNN and it requires
a large amount of space along with suﬃcient GPU power.
Also in some cases, the overlapping of ROIs increase the
computational time.
Ellahyani, Ansari, Jaafari, and Charfi in Ref. [34]
proposed a framework which uses a hybrid method in
detection combining HSI color thresholding with DtBs
shape analysis in detection phase and multiple feature
extraction methods (HOG & LSS) with the random forest
as a classifier. In this framework, DtBs shape analysis
method is invariant to scaling, translation, and rotation
respectively due to the normalization of the DtBs vectors
to the bounding-box dimensions. The position of
candidate blob does not matter and the most extreme
pixels of each blob is detected to determine the original
orientation. All blobs are then oriented in a reference
position. Random Forest classifier is robust and tolerant
to noise compared to other classiﬁers. But the main
drawback of this method is basic thresholding which is
not invariant to weather changes. Although the
framework produces a more accurate result, the
computational time it requires is high.
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Table 1. Existing and Proposed Frameworks for Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition Solution
Major Steps Used
Color Feature and Multilayer
Perceptron Neural Network

Ref.
[25]

Advantages
 Less reactive to illumination changes.

Fuzzy Color Segmentation,
Filtering, Speeded Up Robust
Features(SURF)
Extraction,
Multilayer Perceptron Neural
Network
Shape &Size
Constraints,
Auto-Associative
Neural
Network
Hybrid
Method(HSV
segmentation
+
Hough
Transformation), LeNet -5
Model

[26]

 High accuracy in the recognition process.
 Fuzzy segmentation is robust.

[28]

 Highly accurate recognition rate in static
images

 Accuracy reduced in a shadowed environment.

[29]

 Parallel Programming for high powered
GPUs enables the validation of signs in
real time efficiently.

Selective Search Detection,
Convolutional Neural Network
Learning,
and
Recognition(CNN)
Data Augmentation, Faster
Region Based Convolutional
Neural Networks (R-CNN)
Coarse classification, Fine
classificationDense-SIFT,
LBP, Gabor filter fusion, a
fusion of SVM and Random
Forests(RF)
HSI
color
thresholding,
Distance to Borders (DtBs),
HOG, LSS, Random Forest.
8 bit
Modified Census
Transform, 4 stage based
cascade AdaBoost classifier,
Multilevel SVM

[30]

 Faster Region of Interest extraction.

[31]






 Produce Redundant results
 High computation cost at the detection
 Does not produce good results in the highresolution camera
 Vulnerable to illumination changes
 Reflective light and back-light will cause the
detection failure.
 Too many ROI's efficiencies of CNN
algorithm.
 Overlapped ROI’s increases computational
time.
 Failure to detect some undistorted signs
 Low resolution and bad illumination situations
along with the specific disadvantages of the
different classifiers and feature extractors.

Bilateral Chinese Transform
(BCT), Vertex and Bisector
Transform
(VBT),
HOG
feature, Linear SVM, MultiLayer Perceptron
Color enhancement
(red),
Chromic filter, Morphological
filter. HOG Featured SVM,
Random forest classification
Morphological Classification.
Principle Component Analysis
with MLP.
Fast Fourier Transformation.
Normalization of ROI, HOG
based extraction, Linear SVM
YCbCr Color segmentation,
shape filtering based on
template matching, Multi-layer
Perceptron Neural Networks
HSV
color
segmentation,
Hough
Transformation,
Genetic
algorithm
based
Template matching
Evolutive AdaBoost, ForestError-Correcting
Output
Codes(ECOC)

[36]
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[33]

Enriched Dataset
Fast computation.
Illumination Invariants
Fusion of different methods increases the
rate of success.

[34]

 Invariant to translation, scale, and rotation
 Accurate and Robust to noise

[35]

 Illumination invariant
 Robustness against occlusion and
distortion
 3.The less Computational cost in
recognition.
 BCT and VBT reduce the ROI.

Possible Issues/Disadvantages
 Lacks robustness in terms of illumination
changes and faded signs.
 Failure in multiple sign detection
 Lack of pre-processing
 Using fuzzy techniques with logical AND
based results may cause some errors.

 Weather condition effects on the whole
process.
 Huge computational time
 Less accuracy compared to other frameworks.

 Computational Cost is high.
 Limited to circular and triangular sign.

 Reduces the search space and accelerates
the detection.
 Faster performance in an embedded
system.
 Simple and Faster implementation with
higher accuracy

 Performance reduces with smaller training sets.

[39]

 Reduces computational time of detection.

 High computational time.

[40]

 Faster Detection.

 Sensitive to illumination.
 Shape and color based detection rate can be
reduced due to occlusion and distortion.

[41]

 Produces good result in adverse conditions
such as shadowed, occluded.
 No dataset

 Static image implementation.
 Spurious object detected.

[42]

 Speeds up the learning process
 Allows working with a large feature.

 Requires huge computational time.

[37]

[38]

 Failure to recognize damaged, occluded
signs
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Table 2. Experimental Result of Proposed methods for traffic sign detection and recognition
Reference

Dataset

Circle, Triangle Hexagonal

[25]
[26]

Sign Shapes

Syntactically
Created

Experimental
Environments
Sunny

Circle, Triangle
Quadrangular
Circle, Triangle
Hexagonal, Rectangle

Sunny

Korean TSD

Circle, Triangle Rectangle

Daylight, Shadow

GTSDB

Circle, Triangle Rectangle

Daylight

DFG
Consulting
d.o.o. company
Dataset
BTSD

Circle, Triangle Rectangle

[28]

Daylight, Shadow

[29]
[30]

[31]

[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]

GTSRBD

Circle, Triangle
Hexagonal, Rectangle
Circle, Triangle Rectangle

STSD

Circle, Triangle, Rectangle

KOREAN
TSD+GTSDB+
DTSRBD

Circle, Triangle Rectangle

Daytime, Rainy,
Shadow, Foggy

Circle, Triangle Rectangle

Circle, Triangle, Rectangle
[38]

UCI dataset

Circle, Triangle, Rectangle
Circle, Triangle Rectangle
Circle, Triangle Rectangle
Circle, Triangle Rectangle

Daytime, Night

Census Transform and Multilevel Support Vector
Machine Ref. [35] method displays high illuminationinvariant accuracy in detection and recognition but in
case of urban areas, its accuracy decreases. Shi and Lin in
Ref. [36] used HOG and SVM in the first step, and
Bilateral Chinese Transform (BCT), Vertex and Bisector
Transform (VBT) and color information to determine the
exact sign region. Then the sign regions are normalized to
a size identical to the training samples and classified by
the backpropagation based neural network. Bilateral
Chinese Transform (BCT), Vertex and Bisector
Transform (VBT) reduce the ROI but their accuracy rate
declines considerably.
Thanh in Ref. [38] proposed a framework which uses
Morphological classification for ROI, AND Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) and Multi-Layer Perception
Network (MLP) in recognition. Although Morphological
classiﬁcations are fast, they are disadvantageous because
they cannot detect damaged signs.
Baro et al. in Ref. [42] used Evolutive AdaBoost in
detection process and Forest-ECOC for recognition.
Evolutive AdaBoost speeds up the learning process with
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Color Segmentation Accuracy = 93.3% in Daylight and
95% in Shadow respectively.
Recognition Rate in Daylight 100%, Shadow 94.7%
Training with only Positive samples i.e. real signs and
after that mixing training data with 25,000 samples of
real signs and 78,000 false positives
Detection Rate = 92.63 % and Recognition Rate =
80.5%,
With augmented dataset rate of success = 90%,
augmented training set using images with synthetically
generated templates = 6388 images, the rate of success =
88.5%
Detection Rate 91.69%, Recognition Rate = 93.77%

Recognition Rate = 96.13%,

[37]

[39]
[40]
[41]
[42]

Detection rate = 90.9% and the accuracy of Recognition
= 88%
Detection Rate = 95% and Recognition Rate = 97%

Recognition Rate = 98.76%

Circle, Triangle Rectangle

[36]

Numerical Estimation

Recall = 99.6%
Precision = 99.0%
Recall = 90%
Precision = 88%
Recall = 90.21%
Precision = 90.90%
Recognition Rate = 97%
Recognition Rate:
Circle = 96%
Square = 91%
Triangle = 95%
Accuracy rate = 95.5%
The correct recognition rate = 90 %.
Recognition rate = 94.9%
Accuracy Rate = 90%,

huge sets of features. The whole framework is designed
in such a way to produce high accuracy and robustness
against a high variability of sign appearance.
Rahman et al at [70] proposed a system in which
structured in a sequence of processes such as Image
Acquisition, Preprocessing, Text Detection and
Extraction, Bengali Optical Character Recognition,
Confirmation of Textual Road Sign, and Conversion to
Audio Stream using Speech Synthesis. In the detection
step the extracted edge based on Sobel operator then
color segment to reduce ROI. Then Text containing ROI
is extracted. Then MLP is used for optical character
recognition for Bengali words. Although it managed to
detect Bengali text signs it is highly inefficient in case of
illumination changes, occluded signs etc. Another major
problem is as it is text segmented if there are other signs
containing an advertisement or else it will detect them as
a sign which leads to redundant data.
Chakraborty and Deb in [18] used YCbCr
Segmentation with Distance to Border Shape analysis in
detection stage on Triangle, Quadrangular, and Circular
signs.
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V. REVIEW BASED ON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section is an extensive review of the experimental
results of the frameworks discussed in Section IV. Color
Feature and Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network in Ref.
[25] can detect circle, triangle and hexagonal shapes in a
sunny environment with detection rates of 90% and an
88% accuracy in recognition rate. Fuzzy Color
Segmentation, Filtering, Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) Extraction, Multilayer Perceptron Neural
Network are used in Ref. [26]. Using syntactically
generated datasets, most shapes including quadrangular
can be detected in sunny conditions at an accuracy of
95% and recognized at a rate of 97% accuracy.
A detection rate of 93.3% in daylight and 95% in
shadow for color segmentation with a recognition rate of
100% and 97% in daylight and shadow respectively was
observed in Ref. [28] where Shape Size Constraints and
Auto-Associative Neural Networks were the methods
used. Korean TSD is a dataset where training was done
with only Positive samples i.e. real signs and after that
mixing training data with 25,000 samples of real signs
and 78,000 false positives in the implementation of Ref.
[29] where Hybrid Method (HSV segmentation + Hough
Transformation) and LeNet-5 Model were used. In Ref.
[30] Selective Search Detection, Convolutional Neural
Network Learning, and Recognition (CNN) were used
with the GTSDB dataset with a detection rate of 92.63 %
and recognition rate 80.5% in sunny conditions.
Mostly circular, triangular and rectangular objects were
detected in Ref. [31] where the use of Data Augmentation,
Faster Region Based Convolutional Neural Networks (RCNN) was observed. The augmented dataset rate of
success was 90%, 6388 images obtained by synthetically
generating templates were used as an augmented training
set. The rate of success was 88.5%.
Coarse classification, Fine classification-Dense-SIFT,
LBP, Gabor filter fusion, a fusion of SVM and Random
Forests (RF) was part of the framework in Ref. [33]
where the GTSRBD dataset was used to obtain a result
with the recognition rate of 98.76%. Similarly, Ref. [34]
was another solution where Random Forests Classifier
was used and a recognition rate of 96.13% was observed
with the STSD dataset.
8 bit Modified Census Transform, 4 stage based
cascade AdaBoost classifier, Multilevel SVM were used
in implementing a hybrid method with the combined
dataset of KOREAN TSD, GTSDB and DTSRBD to
attain a result of 99.6% recall and 99% precision Ref.
[35]. Similar SVM based methods with Bilateral Chinese
Transform, Multi-Layer Perception, and Morphological
operations as seen in Ref. [36, 37, 38] with recognition
rates of 88%, 97% and 96% respectively. In Ref. [39]
Linear SVM was the primary method of classification
with test 9171 test datasets and an accuracy of 95.5%.
Ref. [40] and Ref. [41] mostly based on Multi-layer
Perceptron Neural Networks and Template matching
based on Genetic Algorithm methods managed to obtain
94.9% and 90% accuracy rate respectively.
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Finally in Ref. [42] an Evolutive Adaboost method was
used to attain an accuracy rate of 90% for most circular,
triangular and rectangular shapes.

VI. OBSERVATION
The environment for Traffic Sign Detection and
Recognition system is an adverse one with many
unaccounted variables mostly physical. Some of the
problems and difficulties while the system is active and
working are discussed below:
1. From the above-discussed review, it is very apparent
that there is a small number of proposed frameworks
for night time. Also, most of the existing frameworks'
accuracy drops as it is not easy to perceive the traffic
sign without a high-resolution camera. The difficulty
arises due to low contrast at night. Also due to
reflective plates of traffic signs remain undetected in
color thresholding based.
2. A video captured from a moving vehicle often causes
a problem name motion blur. Due to motion blur,
sharp edges of the candidate object especially the
frameworks with shape analysis based algorithm
suffers from it. Thus, to restore a motion blurred
image a restoration algorithm is required. Although
there is some restoration algorithm is available it
increases the computational time which is a hindrance
in Real Time application like Driving Assisting
System. Sometimes Traffic sign became distorted due
to an unsuitable viewing angle of the camera for
which an algorithm to reconstruct or fit the shape in
the image plane is required. In state-of-the-art Traffic
Sign Detection and Recognition, the shape of the
traffic sign is spotted by using appearances of the
shape and existence of candidate is detected by
segmentation. Often to reduce the error due to the
detection of non-road sign object, a fusion of color
information with features of candidate signs is
proposed to generate different layered structures
among different classes.
3. From above sections, we can see that there are hardly
any methods or frameworks that worked with
detection and recognition of heavy rain or foggy
weather. Especially those with shape-based detection
algorithm suffers as foggy weather hides all distant
objects from the camera. Due to rain droplets, edges
of traffic signs gets hard to detect. Haze also affects
all the edges of the image. Although there are
algorithms to identify rain or fog automatically and be
able to switch to appropriate modes, those are only
applicable in light fog or a little rain. But in the case
of downpour or dense fog, it is very difficult to get
the objects which are hidden behind the raindrops and
fog.
4. As the traffic sign standards are diverse, a robust
natured classifier is required to work in all countries.
Recognition is a multi-class problem as there are
many signs to be recognized. An extendible and
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robust algorithm is necessary as different countries
have a different set of signs and to handle various
shapes and size. The neural network is one of the
classic classifier used for the traffic sign recognition
in this review. Random forest or SVM with
handcrafted features like HOG, SURF or SIFT are
other discussed algorithms in this review. From the
review, it seems that an algorithm named deep
convolutional neural network is being used vastly for
TSDR which can extract and learn discriminative and
robust features. Although an accurate selection of
features and detection algorithms make an efficient
TSDR, it requires high-end GPU and a large number
of datasets. The large the datasets are the better it
produces. The fact cannot be denied that it is hardly
possible to pinpoint the best TSDR approach without
comparing with other systems. The main cause for
this is the lack of appropriate public traffic sign image
dataset.

VII.

DISCUSSION

Current real-time road and traﬃc signs frameworks are
far from the perfect state where it is insensitive to noise
and brightness variations and had gone through a robust
color segmentation process so that geometrical eﬀects
like scaling changes, translation, in-plane and out-plane
have no adverse eﬀects on the ﬁnal result. Due to the
continuously changing frame, it is quite diﬃcult to
produce a result that is both nearly accurate and has a low
computational time. As observed above, it is apparent
that tracking algorithms based on corners and edges
extraction are exploited by motion blur. Even though
some tracking algorithms have been introduced in
cameras recently, but it lacks the robustness to exploit the
minute details when the whole image is the scope. This
makes Object tracking a challenging task when the whole
image is used lessening the amount of relevant image
information. On the other hand, producing a robust color
segmentation with a good result for illumination variation
is diﬃcult as well and if night time traﬃc sign detection
is taken into account then the lack of light cause collected
images to be fuzzy, dark, low contrast with unclear
details and limited dynamic range compression making
detection even more diﬃcult.

problem is the availability of public database which is
also needed to be solved. There are some databases that
are publically available but still not widely used and only
covered the Vienna Convention-Complaint. With highresolution camera and fast fps, it's necessary to develop a
fast system. The illumination dependencies including
nighttime detection can be solved by an adaptive color
segmentation. Especially in night time color segmentation
is most challenging as in sixteen-pixel camera the frames
obtained produces too many noises. After color
segmentation comes feature extraction in real time which
becomes difficult due to the occurrence of motion blur. In
real time solution motion blur is a common problem. But
reducing motion blur also impacts the computational time.
It is hard to maintain a balance between efficiency and
accuracy. Also one of the objectives of this paper is to
give a review on the detection and recognition the
Bengali Traffic sign. Resources and datasets for Bengali
traffic signs are still unavailable as of today. So research
on Bengali traffic sign requires the collection of datasets
from scratch. The overview of the research, the
comprehensive study, and issues that are presented in the
field of automatic TSDR in this paper with some future
suggestion will hopefully lead to developing robust and
efficient TSDR system because of its enormous range of
applications.
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